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UCA 2.0 Server 

This is the UCA 2.0 Server addendum. This addendum describes the pop-up window tabs, 
fields, and ranges of valid parameters for entry in those fields. 

NOTE 
The documentation and/or manuals provided by the servers vendors must be read and 

understood thoroughly prior to configuration. 

Revision Description Date 
A Release to Production October 2001 
B Formatting Update August 2001 

C Added Support for Point 
Description 

January 2003 

D Formatting Update April 2012 

E Formatting Update February 2016 

 

About this Addendum 
Use of this addendum should be for reference purposes only; all parameters to be entered 
should be carefully planned prior to any configuration attempts. Any information about 
aspects of the UCA 2.0 Server operation should be referenced from the vendor 
documentation.  

Introduction to UCA 2.0 
QEI’s UCA 2.0 Server implementation follows the GOMSFE specification.  The GOMSFE 
specification implements substation equipment as a set of hierarchical, self-describing 
objects.  This section is intended as a brief overview; familiarity with the GOMSFE 
specification and UCA in general is assumed. 

In UCA, each accessible data item is named, and located within a specific hierarchical 
structure contained in the device.  In general, these names take the form of: 

<domain>/<brick>$<class>$<data item or structure> 

Specific device data is encapsulated in one or more "domains". 

Data is reported under a single domain; this domain is specified using ConfigWiz (and is 
often the name of the substation in which the RTU is located).  The user is free to choose this 
name as appropriate for the installation; however each RTU on a specific network should 
have a unique domain name. 

The <brick> field is often referred to as a model.  In the initial development of GOMSFE, it 
was intended that every piece of substation and feeder equipment would be represented by a 
single model.  However, developments in hardware and functionality have made this more 
problematic.  For one thing, distributed processing can often result in one function being 
implemented via a collection of different devices; conversely a single component can perform 
multiple functions within a substation. 

For this reason, GOMSFE was expanded to include a number of functional sub-components, 
called "bricks".  Each brick is an object that encapsulates a specific type of functionality.  
Many of the initial complex models are still supported (such as RTU, ASwC, or Recl bricks).  
These are referred to as "Alternate" models in the GOMSFE examples. 
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The UCA 2.0 Server supports either form of model, selectable using ConfigWiz.  A brief 
description of the two models follows. 

"Alternate Model" 

In this model, the domain contains exactly one object, an RTU0.  This is the original 
"complex-model" form of specifying a device.  In modern parlance, the RTU contains a single 
brick, the RTU0 brick, and all point data is contained within this brick. 
 
The RTU Brick contains the following classes: 

 CF - Holds Configuration Data (Primarily deadbands and the RTU Time) 

 CO - Controls 

 MX - Holds Measurement data (which includes both Analogs and Accumulators) 

 SP - Setpoints 

 SI - Status Inputs 

 RP - Control for "Reporting" (i.e. Unsolicited Reports) 

"Brick Model" 

This is a newer type of UCA model, where each area of functionality in the RTU is separated 
into a different object, or "Brick"  The RTU contains the following Bricks, which will be 
generated automatically as required.  If an RTU lacks points of a certain type, the 
corresponding brick will not be created. For example, an RTU without setpoints would not 
contain the GSPT0 brick. 
 
The following are the possible brick types that exist within the RTU: 

 GACC0 - Generic Accumulators 

 GAIN0 - Generic Analog Inputs 

 GCTL0 - Generic Controls 

 GIND0 - Generic Indications (Status Inputs) 

 GLOBE - Global Parameters (I.e. RTU Time) 

 GSPT0 - Generic Setpoints 

Within each of these "bricks" there is a set of classes, as appropriate.  In general, each brick 
will provide a CF object for configuration, an RP object to control reporting, and MX, SP, SI, 
etc. classes as appropriate to represent the points handled by the brick. 

This model can be significantly easier to deal with, as each parameter or data item within the 
RTU is controlled by a separate object.  As an example, an analog input value in an RTU 
(brick model) might be: 

QEISub/GAIN0$MX$In003$i 
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where: 

 QEISub is the domain (the QEI Substation) 

 GAIN0 is the "Generic Analog Input" brick 

 MX is the measurement class 

 AIs003 is the point (Analog Input Short, point 3) (short -> 16 bits) 

 i means an integer value is reported 

This point would also have a deadband (minimum change before reporting), in: 

QEISub/GAIN0$CF$In003$db 

It (and all the other analog points in GAIN0) would be controlled by the report control block: 

QEISub/GAIN0$RP$brcbMX (which is a structure, and has individual 
elements) 

In general, the function of a particular input point, output point, pseudo-point or configuration 
parameter can be determined by its name (and a knowledge of the GOMSFE objects).  The 
RTU models are somewhat unusual in that they represent a class of "generic" inputs and 
outputs, rather than a device that has a specific substation function (such as a tap-changer or 
recloser). 

UCA 2.0 Configuration  
There are relatively few parameters required to configure a UCA 2.0 Server communication 
channel.  The software for the UCA 2.0 Server will allow for two (2) UCA 2.0 Servers to be 
configured under ConfigWiz. 

To Add a UCA 2.0 Server, or to Map points to the server, please refer to the ConfigWiz 
manual, UM-2012.  The following configuration information applies specifically to the UCA 2.0 
Server configuration only. 

General Tab 

FIELD DESCRIPTION 

HostName This specifies the "Domain Name" that the server will use.  This 
domain name is prepended to the GOMSFE point names provided 
by the device.  In general, this would be set to the name of the 
Substation where the RTU is located.   
 
Host names should be unique within a network, and should follow 
GOMSFE domain-name requirements. 

Model The UCA 2.0 Server can support one of two separate GOMSFE 
models, the "Alternate Model" (where the RTU data is all 
represented by a single RTU0 "brick") or the "Brick Model" (Where 
RTU data is split into several distinct objects, each of which handles 
a specific point type).  This selection controls which of these two 
models will be presented by the RTU.  See the Introduction to UCA 
2.0 Server for more information on the UCA data models. 
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Address This field specifies the IP address that the UCA Server will listen to.  
A simple address should be entered, i.e. 192.168.0.100.  This 
address must match an IP address configured in the NetConfig 
component.  If this field is left blank, the UCA Server will listen on all 
IP addresses configured for the RTU, and therefore a connection 
can be made to it at any configured IP address.  As required by 
RFC1006, the UCA Server listens on port 102. 

 

 

AccNames, AnaNames, CtlNames, SPNames, StatNames Tabs 

 

These tabs allow you to add human-readable names for each point in the GOMSFE device 
model (called Descriptions in the UCA specification).  These descriptions can be read by your 
UCA server or browser, and can be very useful for field service personnel. 

These fields can also be used if converting a legacy systems to UCA, since existing Master 
Station database identifiers could be inserted here, allowing the UCA client to automatically 
convert input data to an existing database format. 

Each tab allows you to specify a name for each point of a specific type.  As required by the 
GOMSFE specification, these descriptions are limited to a maximum of 32 characters each.  
You can use ASCII characters, including spaces and punctuation.  The data type returned is 
a VSTRING32 (32-character visible string). 

To enter point descriptions, you should first size and map the UCA Server as appropriate for 
the available input and output point counts.  Once you have done this, you can enter a point 
description for each point.  For mapping information, refer to the section entitled Configuring 
Servers. 

These point descriptions are available at runtime in the resulting UCA model.  The actual 
UCA name depends on whether the Brick or Alternate model is chosen.  Note that these 
names are readable by the Master Station or UCA browser, but are not sent in Report data.  
This behavior is required by the GOMSFE model definition. 

Note:  Point names assume that the HostName is “QEI0”.  XXX is a 3 digit point number, 
starting with 00. 

Point Type  Brick Model   Alternate Model 

Accumulators QEI0/GACC0$DC$CntXXX QEI0/RTU0$DC$AccIsXXX 

Analog Inputs QEI0/GAIN0$DC$InXXX QEIA0/RTU0$DCAIsXXX 

Controls  QEI0/GCTL0$DC$BOXXX QEI0/RTU0$DC$BTCXXX 

Setpoints  QEI0/GSPT0$DC$OUTXXX QEI0/RTU0$DC$AOXXX 

 


